A deterministic time-delayed SIR epidemic model: mathematical modeling and analysis.
In this paper, a deterministic model for transmission of an epidemic has been proposed by dividing the total population into three subclasses, namely susceptible, infectious and recovered. The incidence rate of infection is taken as a nonlinear functional along with time delay, and treatment rate of infected is considered as Holling type III functional. We have structured a deterministic transmission model of the epidemic taking into account the factors that affect the epidemic transmission such as social and natural factors, inhibitory effects and numerous control measures. The delayed model has been analyzed mathematically for two equilibria, namely disease-free equilibrium (DFE) and endemic equilibrium. It is found that DFE is locally and globally asymptotically stable when the basic reproduction number [Formula: see text] is less than unity. It has also been shown that the delayed system for DFE at [Formula: see text] is linearly neutrally stable. The existence of an endemic equilibrium has been shown and found that under some conditions, endemic equilibrium is locally asymptotically stable, and is globally asymptotically stable when [Formula: see text]. Further, the endemic equilibrium exhibits Hopf bifurcation under some conditions. Finally, an undelayed system has been analyzed, and it is shown that at [Formula: see text], DFE exhibits a forward bifurcation.